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ABSTRACT
A review of publications dealing with the design of

active magnetic bearings reveals that some tend to a
design with permanent magnets to create the bias flux,
and others prefer a purely electric bias and control flux
generation. The main scope of the paper is to compare
both design principles, exemplarily for radial bearings.
Interesting criterions are the negative stiffness, the cou-
pling between the two radial force directions, the force/
volume ratio and the number and complexity of neces-
sary parts.

INTRODUCTION
Active magnetic bearings (AMB) are well-known

components for the suspension of mechanical objects.
For mechanical systems applicable for industry mainly
such types using reluctance force are used, and in most
situations two opposing electromagnetic poles allow
control forces in two directions and take account of lin-
earizing effects. This is beneficial for the position con-
trol which is indispensable since AMBs are unstable.

Even if only considering this class of AMBs there
still are many different design principles, e.g. homopo-
lar and heteropolar pole arrangements, bearings with
and without bias flux, bearings using permanent mag-
nets for bias flux, and there coplanar and non-coplanar
arrangements of the bias and the control flux (Molenaar
et al., 1997), etc.

In this paper bearings with and without permanent
magnets creating bias flux in non-coplanar arrangement
shall be compared, referred to as I0-type (the bias flux
originates from a bias current) and PM0-type (the bias
flux originates from permanent magnets). Usually per-
manent magnets are used to save energy (zero current
control) and reduce the number of power amplifiers or to
minimize the size of the bearing (Leeet al., 2000), espe-
cially when combining radial and axial bearing

(McMullen et al., 2000). Beyond these properties the
permanent magnet should influence further parameters,
especially the negative stiffness and the inductivity,
which both are most important for the achievable con-
trol quality.

To investigate and compare those effects, first the
basic principles are derived for a simple U-magnet. Next
a homopolar and a heteropolar bearing of the PM0-type
are described, and an eight-pole I0-type which is used
for comparison. Beside analytical and finite element cal-
culations measurements of the homopolar PM0-type are
presented.

SIMPLIFIED CONSIDERATIONS
In this section the basic effects derived from first

principles are used to achieve a first comparison of both
types. Geometry and important symbols are depicted in
Figure1.

MAGNETIC PRESSURE
The magnetic pressure helps to estimate the

required size of the AMB for a desired load capacity.
For strong gradients of the relative permeability, which
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FIGURE 1: Geometry and symbols of the simplified
magnetic circuits
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occurs at the surface between iron and air ( ),
the following equation holds (all subsequent equations
for the electromagnetic actuator are taken from
Schweitzeret al., 1993, chap. 3)

. (1)

A typical flux density of 1Tesla results in a mag-
netic pressure of 40N/cm2. The flux density
is a function of the currentni and the airgaps. We rather
use the magnetic pressurep instead of the forceF in
order to better compare the different results later on.

NEGATIVE STIFFNESS
The negative stiffness  is an

inherent property of reluctance force actuators. This is a
major drawback because much effort of the position
controller is necessary to overcome the negative stiff-
ness, limiting the achievable control quality. The corre-
lation of the electromagnetic pressure and the airgaps is
derived assuming that only the magnetomotive force for
the permanent flux density  is existing and that the
magnetic resistance of the iron path and flux leakage is
neglected. For the I0-type

(2)

holds. Meins (1997) gives a rough analytical solu-
tion for the PM0-type,

, (3)

where  is the remanence induction (s = 0) and
 the permeability of the permanent magnet, which

normally is close to . Figure2 shows the analytical
solutions as well as 2D and 3D finite element (FE) cal-
culations achieved with the program package FLUX
(Cedrat, 2003). For the calculations the following
parameters have been used:A = 15x15mm, h = 20mm,
permanent magnet: NdFeB, remanence induction
Br = 1.1Tesla. The current for the I0-type has been cho-
sen such that fors = 0.4mm the flux density equals the
2D-FE solution. For the 2D and 3D FE calculations the
same grid size has been used.

Following conclusions can be drawn: First, the gra-
dient  representing the negative stiffness is much
larger for the I0-type. Second, the comparison of the
three solutions with the permanent magnet reveals that
flux leakage has a major influence on the achievable flux
density in the airgap. Since the 3D solution is very
small, further calculations have been performed, where

the depth of the U-magnet was much larger than all
other dimensions. We expected that now the 3D solution
would converge to the 2D solution at least in the centre
of the magnet due to negligible flux leakage in the out of
paper plane, but still the flux density was about 25%
below the 2D solution. Therefore the FE results of sys-
tems including permanent magnets might be inaccurate.

INDUCTIVITY
The inductivity of a bearing is important for dimen-

sioning the power amplifiers. Generally speaking a low
inductivity leads to a better dynamic behavior of the
actuator. A common worst case estimation for the induc-
tivity is

. (4)

The number of windingsn again depends on the
required maximum flux density in the bearing and on
the maximum current of the power amplifiers. For better
comparison we assume that the maximum currentimax
shall be the same for all configurations, hence the maxi-
mum flux density

(5)

only depends on the number of windings for a given
airgap s. Eliminatingn by introducing (5) in (4) results
in

. (6)

The inductivity and other properties of the magnetic
bearings only can be described in context of the
mechanical design, which will be introduced next.
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FIGURE 2: Magnetic pressure as function of the airgap
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AMB WITH PERMANENT MAGNETS
From the previous section it is obvious that the

PM0-type bearings should have a lower negative stiff-
ness, which helps to improve the control behavior of
such bearings. In this chapter two bearing arrangements
will be described, which present extreme design princi-
ples for the non-coplanar arrangement.

HOMOPOLAR DESIGN
The first design illustrated in Figure3 has a perma-

nent magnetic ring on the rotor and thus allows a very
compact design with only few parts. From the bias flux’

 point of view this is a homopolar arrangement. The
depicted coils (the coils for thex-direction are not
shown) are connected in series and have the same wind-
ing direction to create the control flux .  and
can be superimposed in the airgap. Hence, in the right
sketch of Figure3 both flux components are in the same
direction in the upper airgaps and oppose each other in
the lower airgaps, generating a reluctance force on the
rotor in positive y-direction.

In the lower part of Figure3 the geometry and
results for the 2D-FE calculation are shown. Here the
rotor was in the centre position and the control current
was set to zero. Later, the results calculated with this 2D
model will be compared with the 3D model depicted in
Figure4.

Here a major drawback concerning the negative
stiffness can be recognized, which exists for all
homopolar bias magnets, no matter if they are located in
the rotor or in the stator (e.g. Mohret al., 2003): Due to
the eccentric rotor position the magnetic resistance is

the smallest in the upper pole. As a consequence the flux
of the entire permanent magnetic ring tends to pass
through the upper pole, leading to a much higher nega-
tive stiffness as to be expected from the results achieved
with the simplified U-magnet.

Another drawback is a cross-coupling effect
between the two radial directions of the control flux .
Principally a control flux for they-direction should pass
through the poles 1 and 3. But certainly the paths 1-2
and 1-4 have the same magnetic resistance, hence the
flux generated with coil1 will partly pass through all
poles. As long as the rotor is in the centre position these
cross-fluxes result in no force perpendicular to the con-
trol current. Assuming the rotor in e.g. the upper right
position, the flux created with coil1 has the smallest
magnetic resistance when passing the poles 1 and 2 and
is stronger than the opposing flux generated with coil3.
Thereby a force in positive x-direction occurs, which
depends on thex- andy-position as well as on the mag-
nitude of they-control current. This results in a third
term in the equation for the magnetic force already men-
tioned by Fukata & Yutani (1996), exemplarily for thex-
direction:

(7)

HETEROPOLAR DESIGN
To overcome the drawbacks of the homopolar

design, the heteropolar arrangement with decoupled
directions shown in Figure5 represents a bearing with
optimal behavior with respect to negative stiffness and
cross coupling effects. Here three ferromagnetic rings
are used to seperate the control fluxes inx- andy-direc-
tion. The center ring holds four permanent magnets to
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FIGURE 3: Homopolar design and calculated equiflux
lines. The bias flux density in the airgap is 0.7T
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create the bias flux in the four connected poles. The left
ring is connected with poles 1 and 3, and the right ring
(dark grey) with 2 and 4.

To avoid mistakes of 3D calculations due to too
strong leakage fluxes in z-direction, a slightly modified
2D model depicted in Figure 6 is used for calculations.
Here the inner ring holds the permanent magnets, while
the outer ring corresponds to one of the control flux
rings. The flux lines represent the situation for zero con-
trol current and center position of the rotor. An interest-
ing aspect is that roughly 20% of the bias flux passes
through the outer ring as leakage flux. To minimize this
effect, the space between the rings must be larger which
would further increase the required space for this
design.

MEASURED RESULTS
To verify the calculated results a test-rig depicted in

Figure 7 has been designed. The shaft with a diameter of
roughly 30 mm is connected to a motor with a coupling
which has a very high radial and very low axial and

bending stiffness. On the left side the housing and parts
of the stator and rotor of the homopolar AMB can be
seen and the cables of the eddy current sensors used for
position control. On the very left static radial forces can
be applied to the rotor.

In Figure 8 the magnetic pressure as a function of
the applied control current is shown. To achieve the
measured results a slowly in- and decreasing force was
applied while the bearing was held in the magnetic cen-
tre position with a PID-controller. Beside the globally
nonlinear shape, probably caused by iron-saturation,
hysteresis effects can be seen. For further calculations a
second order polynomial was fit to the data depicted as
dashed line. The deviation of measurement and calcula-
tion is in a range of approximately 10 %.

To measure the negative stiffness shown in Figure 9,
no force was applied and the x-position (horizontal) of
the rotor was varied within the airgap. The result is the
correlation between the control current and the rotor
position. Taking (7) and assuming fx = fy = 0 and thus
ksxy = 0 the measured polynomial was used to calculate
the magnetic pressure from the measured current. A rel-
evant difference between calculation and measurement
can be recognised.

To get information about the amount of the cross
coupling effect in (7) two calculations were carried out
with the 3D model: The solid FE line has been calcu-
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FIGURE 6: Flux-2D model for the heteropolar design.
The bias flux density in the airgap is 0.5 T

FIGURE 7: Foto of the test-rig
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FIGURE 8: 3D calculations and measured  results for
the homopolar design.
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lated without any control current aty = 0 and increasing
x-position, and the dashed with maximum currentiy in
y-direction, whiley = 0. Both curves differ about 10%,
indicating that cross-coupling exist even in the symmet-
ric case.

To measure the effects of cross coupling several y-
positions with different forces iny-direction have been
applied while varying thex-position, but in contrast to
the FE calculations the slope of all measured curves
almost did not vary. Hence for the position control cross
coupling effects seem to be negligible.

AMB WITH CURRENT BIAS
To compare both PM0 designs with the I0-type we

briefly describe the used bearing with 8poles. Hantke
(2002) gives a more detailed description.

The outer diameter of the bearing stator is 164mm,
and each pole has a width of 14mm and a depth of
40mm. Each polepair has 440 windings, the maximum
current is 5A.

For all bearings the same rotor laminations with an
outer diameter of 78.2mm are used. The nominal airgap
s is 0.8mm for the I0-type and for all 2D calculations.
Unfortunately the airgap for the homopolar design used
for the measurements only is 0.65mm, and the 3D
model has the same gap.

COMPARING THE BEARINGS
Finally the calculated results of the three bearings

and the 2D and 3D solution of the homopolar bearing
shall be compared.

In Figure10 the magnetic pressure as a function of
the control current is shown which corresponds toki in
(7). In contrast to Figure2 the 3D solution now is above
the 2D solution. There are two likely explanations: first,

the circular permanent magnet on the rotor can be com-
pared with the U-magnet of infinite depth, so there are
no stray fluxes “out of the paper plane” in Figure1. Sec-
ond, parts of the permanent magnet do not have stator
parts in radial direction (see Figure4), hence for each
pole more permanent magnet volume and thus magnetic
energy is available.

Comparing the homopolar and heteropolar arrange-
ment, the slope is larger for the second design. The rea-
son is that the control flux only has to pass the airgap
twice (SM) instead of four times (RM) so referring to
(5) the control flux density should be twice as high. This
does not result in a slope 4 times higher because the bias
flux was smaller in the heteropolar model.

The I0-type has the largest slope because the control
flux only has to pass the airgap twice, and the described
bearing has a very high bias flux density. At i0 = 2.5A
roughly 0.7T have been measured with a hall probe.
The corresponding curve does not saturate because the
linearized analytical equation has been used for calcula-
tion.
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In Figure11 the effects of negative stiffness, corre-
sponding toks in (7), are presented. For a better compar-
ison, the relation  will be investigated.

For the I0-type, wherei0 = 0.5 imax, the maximum
control current has to be applied to counteract the nega-
tive stiffness force at the maximal airgap for the linear
equation, . Taking the values at 500A
and the relative airgap of 0.4, calculating their ratio and
normalizing them such, that the ratio for the I0-type
equals unity, the results shown in the second row of the
following table are achieved.

For the homopolar configuration the changing air-
gaps for eccentric rotors have a very strong influence on
the negative stiffness, and reminding the good results
from the simplified considerations, it is obvious that
such aspects have to be carefully considered. The ratio
will be even worse if the axial airgap between the mag-
net and both rotor discs is smaller than in the chosen
design (see Figure3). In the worst case this could mean
that the control flux is too small to lift the rotor out of
the retainer bearings.

The situation is much better for the heteropolar
arrangement, but the small negative stiffness is only
reached with the space consuming design. The required
volume for each design is shown in the last row of the
table, assuming that all bearings have roughly the same
load capacity, i. e. the same pole surfaceA and bias flux
densityB0.

Finally the inductivity is compared in the third row,
again for the same pole surfaceA and identical maxi-
mum currentsimax. For the I0-typeBmax from (5) is two
times higher, because the biasand control flux have to
be generated by the current. Therefore the inductivity is
smaller for the PM0-types. Moreover the number of air-
gaps to be passed by the control flux are relevant, so the
heteropolar design has the smallest inductivity.

CONCLUSION
The properties of AMBs with and without perma-

nent magnets for the bias flux have been compared.
Beside a reduced bearing size, low inductivity and the

possibility of zero current control the negative stiffness
has to be carefully considered when designing such
bearings. Flux paths which are not obvious on the first
glance can strongly increase the negative stiffness and
thereby deteriorate controllability of the bearing.

As a rule of thumb the heteropolar permanent mag-
net arrangements seem to be favorable. Since cross cou-
pling effects of the control flux are rather small,
probably the heteropolar design presented by Silber &
Amrhein (2001) could be a good compromise, where the
permanent magnets are arranged radially on extra poles.

Concerning the FE calculations it seems to be diffi-
cult to accurately predict the behavior. Especially for
finite magnet lengths fluxe leakage appears to be too
large in the calculations. In future work the U-magnet
and the heteropolar design shall be assembled to mea-
sure forces and flux densities and compare them with
calculations.
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